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 29

 Eight Years of Transition in Ghana
 By SIR CHARLES ARDEN-CLARKE

 Sir Charles Arden-Clarke, G. C.M. G., forrswrly Governor-General of
 Ghana, gave the address which foUows at a joint meeting of the RoyaZ African
 SocieGy and the Royal Empire Society on Nouember 21, 1957. Miss Margery
 Perham, C.B.E., presided.

 T WILL TRY to tell you something of what has happened in Ghana.

 1 I see that the Speaker of the House of Commons is reported having said

 recently that brerrity is the one attribute of a good speech that is within the
 ability and power of all of us. That is the one attribute that I feel is within

 my compass, but it has been denied me today as I have been asked to speak

 for about 40 utes. I must crave your indulgence, therefore, for any

 deficiencies in what I say.

 In speaking this afternoon of the eight years during which I presided over

 the translation of the Gold Coast from a dependent Colony-cum-Protectorate

 into an independent member of the Commonwealth under the nalme of

 Ghana, I propose to corlcentrate on the political and constitutional aspects

 of the problems that presented themselves, not because the economic and

 social problems were or are insignificaIlt but because those were the problems
 that were most difficult, which engaged the greater part of one's time and

 attention and attracted the most publicity.

 Ghana is a comparatively small country with a population of only some
 4i million, nearly all Africans, and without any significant non-African racial

 or immigrant problem, for the few thousand non-Africalls in Ghana are

 practically all temporary sojourners who return to their own homelaIlds

 when their period of work there is over.

 Ghana is not regarded as a vital stral:egic base Like most of the rest of
 Africa, it is under-developed and requires a large infusion of capital and

 skills from overseas if the living conditions of the people are to be improved
 within the next few decades. As elsewhere in Africa, its economy is mainly

 agrlcultllral and needs to be diversified, but it is fortunate in that its main

 export cropocoan which the country's prosperity depends has during
 the last few years been most lucrative and enabled it to finance a large-scale

 development programme out of its own resources. It is in the political sphere
 that GhanaJs chief importance lies as the spearhead of politically emergent
 Black Africa.

 During my eight years in Ghana, it was a matter of some astonishment
 to me how often I was asked two questions. The first was: Is not the grant
 of independence to an African texritory a new concept of British Colonial
 policy ? The second and more difficult to answer was: Are you not going
 too fast along the road to independence ? I should like to deal with those
 two questions this afternoon.
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 30  AFR1C PFAIRS

 As regards the fat, it is useful to remember that it was in 1864, nearly
 100 years ago, that a Select Comrnittee of the House of Commons (lealing
 with West Afncan affairs resolved:

 " The object of our policy should be to encourage in the natives de
 exercise of those qualitities which may make it possible for us more ad
 more to transfer to them the administration of all the governments."

 To come to more recent times and strike a more personal note, when I
 went to Northern Nigeria in 1920 as an Administrative Cadet, having been
 inspired to go there by seeing the name of Lord Lugard on my old school
 notice board, it is true that X had never heard of the Select Committee's
 resolution which I have jllst quoted, but I and my fellow Cadets were told
 in more colioquial language that our job was to teach the people to stand
 on their own feet and manage their own affairs. That is what a host of
 administrative officers, educationists and others, both in and out of the
 Colonial Sexvlce, have been trying to do since World War I and even before
 then.

 Bew, if any, of us ever dreamed forty or thirty, or even twenty} years ago
 that withirl our vwn working life-time we would see the translation of an
 African Colonial Territoxy irsto a free and independent State standing on its
 own feet in the comity of nations and managing its own affairs. I think
 that most of us realised, howearer,, that that was our ultimate objective.
 In the light of all that has trspired since World War I, we can see now
 much more clearly what was then very nebulous to us, that we were, and
 still are, engaged in the tak of transfog an old-style dependetlt Empire
 into a snodem CommonweS-th, into a voluntary association, to their own
 matual benefit, of free and independent States imbued urith similar ideals
 of freedom, justice, the rule of law and detnocratic govemment.

 To inculcate those ideals upon the people committed to their charge
 and to teach the people how to make them work in practice has been the
 task imposed upon the Colonial Service by British Colonial policy dunng
 my 37 years in the Serarice, and to the man in the field the political complexion
 of the Govemment that happened to be in power in the United Kingdom

 has made little or no difference.
 The grant of independence to dependent terntories capable of starlding

 on their own ket economically and maintaining reasonable stdards of
 administration seems to me to be the natural and inevitable outcome of
 British Colonial policy dunng the past century, although I agree with you,
 Madam Chairrnan, that it was not VeIy practically or lucidly plned.

 The second question which I have SQ often been asked were we not
 travelling the road to independence too fastsn best be axlswered if I
 briefly describe what happened iD Ghana tduring the eight years of lay
 Governorship. Early in 1948 there had beeIl serious riots not serious by
 Indian standards but senous by Gold Coast standards- irl the pnncipal
 towns of the Gold Coast, and the country was in turmoil. After order had
 been restored, a Cortlmission the Watson Commission was appointed
 by the United Kingdom Government to inquire into the causes of the dis-
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 1 EIGIIT YEARS OF TRANSITION IN GHANt

 turbaces and to make recommendationsk It duly did so and included in its
 recommendations some far-reaching reforrns in the constitutional spheres

 giving the African a much bigger say in the management of his own affairs--
 a much bigger safir thall more cautious-mirlded people thought desirable or
 practicable.

 The Commission, like a good many other CommissionsJ was of course
 accused of havirlg exceeded its terms of referenee. Be that as it mayS some-
 thing had to be done about its recommendatiotlst d an all-Afnean Com-

 mittee, widely but not fully representatisre of the people of the Gold (5oast,

 was appointed under the thairrzship of Mr. Justice (now Sir Hesley)

 Xussey to consider and advise on the question *of constitutional reform
 I say that the Gomrrlittee was not ?ully representative because its membership

 did not take accouIlt of a split in the ranks of the Natiorlalist Party, the

 United Gold Coast Cvnvention, after the 1948 nots.

 Kwame Nkramah, summoned from his studies in the United Kingdom to

 icome general secretary of the U.G.C.C., decided to establish his own more

 militar3t Nationalist Party, to be krtown as the Conventioll People's Party-

 the C.P.P. The party was launched in June, 1949, with its slogarl of " Fu11

 Self-Government Now," " Now " being printed ill capital letters and usllally
 repeated three times in place of the U*G.C.C.'s slog o? ' Full seli-govern-
 ment within the shortest possible time.'t The C.P.P. attracted a rery large
 following. Launched some six months after the appoin^rnent of the Coussey
 Committees it was not represented on that Committee.

 It was two months after the laurlching of the C..P.P. that I was appointed
 GcivernoI. X gathered in Londori that the country was regarded as being
 ors the edge of revolution and that I was expected to go and do somethtng
 about it The situation was certainly tricky and difficult when I arrived in
 Accra in August, 1949. The Coussey G,minittee had not yet finalised its
 Report (it was presented some two morlths later d published) but it WE3LS
 krlown that it would not recommend the immediate grant of full self-gorre:n;-
 ment; while the C.P.P. had made it abundantlv clear that it was not pre
 pared to accept anything less than ' Full Self-Goverrlment Novf," that any
 constitutioIl embodying less than that would be regarded as " bogus and
 fraudulent" to use their own words- and that it would resort to what it
 called " positive action " to achiesTe its ends.

 Stripped of the high-sounding verbiage with which it was surrolmded}
 " positive action " appeared to mean recourse to the callitlg of illegal strikes
 for political ends, the subversion of lawful authonty and the creation of chaos
 to compel the Bntish Gosesnment to hand over powerX Much lip service was
 paid to the pnnciple of non-violence, but giverl the corlditions that then
 obtairled and the volatile temper of the people, it was perfectly clear that
 violexlce would most certainly ensue.

 After my arrival, I lost no time in going round the countIy. Except in the
 larger townsa where the C.P.P. was most active and most strongly repre-
 sented, I did not find much support for unconstitutiorlal action. On the con
 trary, there seemed to be a general feeling opposing it. But there was
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 32  APRICAN AIRS

 undoubtedly a strong feeling in favour of nndeperkdence asld freedom from
 alien doPliration, except possibly in the Protectorate of the Northern
 Territones, comprising about oneffluarter of the people of the country,
 where the people were more backward educationally and less politically
 ded, were mistrustful of their neighbours the Ashantis and the people
 of the Ckast and seemed on the whole to prefer that Bntish protection
 should continue for a wEile longer. Even irl the North, however, there were
 few leaders asld spokesmen who were prepared openly to resist the (lemand
 for independence, although they wanted its attainment deferred.

 The Report of the Coussey Cottee was duly published and generally
 accled, except in extreme nationalist and anti-perialist circles, as a
 reasonable and progressive document. It advocated far-reaching advances
 towards selfsovernmentJ rncluding a general election and an Executive
 Council with an ovetwhelming unofficial African majority, but not full
 selfsovernment. The C*P.P. would have none of it and party propaganda
 to prepare the people for " positive action )' was intensified.

 The party leaders had been officially informed aI}d were well aware
 that they had a perfectly constitutional way of achienng power and gxuning
 their objectives, if their cdidates at the forthcog election were retumed.
 I have good reason to believe that sott2e at least of the party leaders would
 have preferred not to resort to " positive action " but to await the results
 of the general electionJ of the outcome of which they were fairly conEdent.
 But they found themselves enmeshed in the coils of their own propaganda.
 The tail wagged the dog, and " positive action " was duly declared in
 Jalluary} 1950.

 The Government had had plenty of te to prepare for it snd my response
 was to declaie a state of emergency. A general strike was called but did not
 receive the support of the workers to the extent expected by the C.P.P.
 There was some noting. Prompt and firm action was taken to restore the
 situation and to maintain law alld order. Within three weeks, the countxy
 was almost back to normal aad those chiefly responsible for the trouble
 were ln prlson.

 There is one feature of this emergency which I should like to emphasise:
 we maslaged to avoid making any political martyrs. Although two policemen
 were killed in a not and this speaks well of the discipline of the police-
 there were no fatal casualties among the rioters-plenty of " bloody cox-
 combs," but no bodies. The police had the strictest injunctions to use batons,
 not bullets, and they obeyed despite the gravest provocation.

 No extraordinary powers such as banishment or special courts were used to
 deal with the leaders. They had been warned beforehand that if they broke
 the law, the law would take its course. They were tried in the usual way irl
 the ordmary criminal courts and had the normal rights of appeal, of which

 some availed themselves. This did much to lessen any sense of grievance or
 unfair treatment which might have embittered the personal relationships on
 which the course of subsequent events depended SQ much. It was, indeed,

 unnerving at times to observe as we worked our way from one Constitution to
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 33 EIGHT YEARS OF TENSINON IN GHANA

 the next, how much depended upon the personal relatioIlships between a few
 leaing personalitieso between the Govemor aa}d the elected leaders of his
 Government, between one or two senior officials and the African Ministers.
 After " positive action," there was a breathing space. The C.P*P. was in
 eclipse, its leaders in prison and there was a political vacuum. Other political
 leaders proved unable to fill that vacuum. As the leaders of the C.P.P. com-
 pleted their short sentences and came out of pnson, they set about resuscita-
 ting their party organisation, with marked success. By the end of the year the
 party, veth its slogan of " Self-Government Now," wa6 stronger than ever.
 Meanwhile, a Constitution based on the Coussey reconendations was
 hammered out alld extensive challges in the administrative structure made in
 preparation for it. The old Central Secretariat was abolished and in its place
 some ten or more Ministnes were established, each with a civil servant styled
 a permanent secretary at its head to be ready for the new Ministers. It was a
 cumbersome structure, which in the matter of staff was obviously ;ng to
 provide some notably good examples of the working of " Parkinson's Law ";
 it creaked but it worked.
 The Constitution based on the Coussey proposals was duly promulgated and

 early in 1951, in accordance with its pronsions} a general election was held,
 the first in the history of the country. The result of that election was a sweep
 ing tnctory for the Convention People's Party. The party's leader, Kwame
 Nkrumah, was, however, still in prison; the rest of the leaders bad served
 their sentences and were out. I decided to release Nkrumah. lhere were pros
 alld cons aplenty to be considered before adopting such a course, md plenty
 of pressures were being appliedo It was, however, obvious that the C.P.P.
 would refuse to cooperate in working the Constitution without their leader.

 Nkrumah and his party had the mass of the people behind them and there
 was no other party with appreciable public support to which one could tum.
 Without Nkrumah, the Constitution would be stillbotn and if nothing came of
 all the hopes, aspirations and concrete proposals for a greater measure of self-
 government, there would no longer be any faith in the good intentions of the
 British Government alld the Gold Coast would be plunged into disorders,
 nolence and bloodshed. After all, one cannot govem effectively without the
 consentr, at least, the acquiescence-of the majority of the govemed,
 except by force. Force was out of the questlon and it was clear that that
 acquiescence would not be forthcoming. So Nknlmah was released.

 Nkrumah and I had not then met. We knew each other only by reputation
 and my reputation was, I think, as obnoxious to him as his was to me. I serlt
 for him. He aved with some of his colleagues axld I inuted him to form a
 Government. That meeting was redolent of mutual suspicion and mistmst.
 We were like two dogs meeting for the first timey sniffing around each other
 wth hackles half raised, trying to decide whether to bite or to wag our tails.

 Soon afterwards, Nkrumah came to see me alone and we were able to
 get to know each other. This time the hackles were down, and before the
 end the tails were wagging. Although much was left unsaid, we both under-
 stood that there were two men who could break the Constitution and the
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 AFRICAN 'i'AIRS

 whose experetlt in flve utes-Nkrunffi and I and that that would
 adlrante n9 one. We belieared that we had the same objective, the attain-
 mexlt of fuS self-gourernment for the country, asld though we might differ
 as to the how and the wherd we did differ-we both felt, I think that
 it would be m the best interests of the colmtry and of ourselves if we worked
 wth and not against each other. That was the beginning of a elose, ftiendly
 wdw if I may say so, aot unfruit?ul partnership

 I have dwelt at some length on those early days because they set the
 pattern of what followed, and I have left myself veIy little tlme for the rest
 I do not propose to iIlflict on you the details of the various constitutional
 chmges that were made. Brsadly speaking, the Constitution of 1951-the
 Coussey Constitvation-stablished at the Cerstre an Execlltive Council of
 eleven Ministers, eight o:f whom were selected from among the elected
 members c;f the legislative Assembly md three of wllom were officiSs.
 The Chief Minister} an African elected Minister, was styled the Leader of
 Gvsernmerlt Business. The (iovernor was reguired to preside at a11 meetings
 Of the Executive Courlcil alld was vested with eomprellensive reserve powers
 to veto or enforce legislation as he deemed fit, subject of course, to certain
 safeguardse Def^nce and sternal affairs were reserred to the Govemor in his
 discretion.

 The Constitutio.n provided br another gerleral electiorl withirl four years
 arld it was taken for granted in the Gold Coast that that election would
 coincide W<tXl further constitutional changes giving a larger measure of self-
 government) if not the fuM. thtngv We were under no illuslons that we could
 mark tirne Nvr very lox1g on the Coussey Constitution. We had set out to dnve
 along a deeply cowuvted road and} as all who have driven their ceLrs along
 such roads, vrhicll are COmmOI2 in Africa, know, there is only one safe pace
 md that is dictated by the weight asld power of the car and the depth of the
 cormgatiolls. If one goes too fast, one is liable to boursee intQ the ditch;
 too slow, aJld the car shakes itself to pieces. We had to find the right pace
 for our Gold Coast cart Some thought that 60 miles an hour or more was the
 right pace, others would have preferred to travel at 20 miles all hour. In the
 event, we compromised at 40* The car stayed on the road and arrived irstact
 at its journey's end.

 As migllt be expectedJ the first few meetiIlgs of the new Executiere Councils
 a strangely assorted group of individualsS were as redolent of mutual suspicion
 and mistrust as my E1rst meeting with Nkrumah and his colleagues. The
 officials were suspicious of the politicians and the African Ministers mistrusted
 the " European agents of Imperialism" as they were said to regard them.
 But the members of the Council were all reasonable men} and this soon
 passed as we got to know each other better. There were wide differences
 of opinion as to the best pace. and the best means of achieving full self-
 government, but no dif?erences that full self-government within the Common-
 wealth was our objective and that it should be achievedJ if at all possible,
 th good will on both side.Rv

 Our meetings gradually became more like fanily affairs, members arguing
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 35 EIGHT YEARS OF TRANSITION IN GHANA

 and quaxTelling happily and sometimes nolently with each other in pnvate
 but showing a united front to the outside world. Within three months,
 the principle of collective responsibility had been accepted and was firmly
 established, and the Executive Council, later to be known as the Cabinet,
 were working as a team towards a common objective.

 That Coussey Constitution lasted three and a half years. During that timeJ
 we lived in an atmosphere of peIpetual crisis. In fact, so accustomed did
 we become to that atmosphere that I had occasion to remonstrate with
 one of my most senior officials for trying to invent a crisis. We had had
 none for a fortnight, and he felt like a fish out of water ! He pleaded in
 extenuation that like the housemaid's baby, his crisis was only a little one.

 We learnt a good many lessons during that penod. We leaxnt, for example,
 how effective the device of changing names could be. It is, I suppose, true
 that '? a rose by any other name would smell as sweet," but we learnt that if
 we changed the name of Leader of Government Business to Prime Mislister
 and Executive Council to Cabinet, without in any way altering their functions
 and powers, or the name of Chief Commissioner to Regional Officer, or
 District Commissioner to Golrernment Agent, they all seemed to smell
 much sweeter itI the public nose. That device certainly helped to get us over
 some difficult periods.

 I have no time to go through the list of the lessons we leamt; we were
 learning them every day. There are, however, two points that I should like
 to make. We suffered the consequenees of our failure to Africanise the Civil
 Service and to train Africans to occupy the senior posts in the Civil Service
 long before. It i? anathema, and understandably so, to a Nationalist Party
 on coming into power for the Ministers to find themselves surrounded by a
 phalanx of senior civil servants, all of whom come from overseas and none
 from their own country: this tends to make noIlsense of their claim that
 they are obtairling independence.

 We suffered also the consequences of not having foreseen in time and not
 starting sufficiently early to reorganise our local government system.
 If you are to have a parliamentary democratic Government at the centre,
 it is unwise to wait too long before trying to make your local government
 system more democratic by establishing local elected councils and not depend-
 ing so entirely on the traditional authonties. It is, however, easy to be wise
 after the event, and none of us, I think, ever dreamed that we would have
 so little time in which to prepare these countnes for the independence they were seeking.

 In 1955 came the next Constitution, giving the largest possible measure
 of self-government short of complete independence to the countiy. The
 Assembly consisted of members all elected under a system of universal adult
 franchise: there were no nominated or otherwise selected members in the
 Assembly. The Cabinet consisted entirely of African Ministers presided over
 by an African Prime Minister: the Governor no longer attended Cabinet
 Meetings. But the GoveInor's reserve powers were still in being, powers
 that I had no occasion to use during my eight years in Ghana. Defence and
 3 Vol.57
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 36  Al?RICAN APFAIRS

 external affairs were still reserved subjects that lay within the discretion
 of the Governor, but during those last two years before iIldependence, my
 powers in relation to these two subjects were exercised in full consultation
 with the Ministers and our task in the Governor's office was to establish the
 embryos of the future Ministry of Defence and MinistIy of External Affairs.

 My time is up and I must stop. In March this year Ghalla achieved its
 independence. To revert to the question of whether we went too fast, the
 " Now, now, now" of the C.P.P. lasted for some seven years before self-
 govetoment was achieved, and achieved unth good will on both sides. I do not
 know whether it would have been possible to slow things down and still
 retain that gd will; and if that good will had been lost, I wonder whether
 Ghana would still be a member of the Commonwealth ? That is as far as I
 will go in answering my own question.

 . -

 Lnscusslon

 A MEMBER of the audience, who recalled the lecturer's remarks that but for inviting
 Kwame Nkrumah to become Chief Minister the Constitution would have becoxne un-
 workable, with very serious consequences, said that a rather similar situation was arising
 in Kenya. Although Africax were refusing to work the Constitution, the Kenya
 Government had had the courage of its convictions to say that &overnment could go on
 periectly well without them, because the African elected mexnbers were not, in fact
 representing the African people. As far as Nkrumah's party was concerned, the number of
 Ghanaians participating in the last general election in Ghana was only one-sixth of the
 population, and it seemed an appalling betrayal of responsibility to the remaining
 five-sixths that for the sake of friendly relations with a small clique, the country should
 have been handed over in the way that it was.

 Sir Charles ARDEN-CLARKE, in reply, contented himself with saying that the
 conditions in Ghana and those in Kenya were entirely different.

 A MEMBER, who had stayed in Kumasi in 1954, said that she had experienced a
 great sense of resentment and hatred towards the British and hoped that it had now died
 down.

 Sir Charles ARDEN-CLARKE replied that the member must have been unfortunate
 in her contacts. There was certainly some fairly bad inter-racial feeling in the early
 stages immediately after the 1948 riots and until the emergency cleared the air, but
 subsequently one was surprised and enormously pleased at the lack of racial feeling that
 existed among the people. Their aim was not so much to get the European out as to
 stop him being the alien dominating power. Subject to this, Sir Charles Arden^Clarke
 thought that if Europeans were prepared to stay and help, they would be welcomed.

 A MEMBER asked whether it would be safe to assume that the tendency to take
 dictatorial power was but a laudable effort to maintain the integrity and unity of the
 country and to prevent it from going, as it was feared Nigeria might go, into different
 sections.

 Sir Charles ARDEN-CLARKE replied that that would be a quite good assumption to
 make, but whether it was entirely safe he was not prepared to say. He did not, howevert
 think that there was any desire for a real dictatorship in Ghana, or that there was anyone
 there who would, or could, make an effective dictator.

 A MEMBER pointed out that one of the great problems apparently facing the presen
 Government was the fact that there was only one party on a truly zational basis. This
 presumably arose during the colonial period from the fact that there was only one party
 basing itself on the one negative aim of excluding British power. Was there any way in
 which, during that period, more than one nationally-based party could have been
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 EIGHT YEARS OF T>NSITION IN GHANA  37

 eneouraged to gronv up, and was there any way of applying lessons to other parts ot
 Africa to encourage a multi-party system before the handirlg^over of power A

 Sir Charies AR1)EN-CLARKE, in reply, recalled that an American journalist who
 onee asked Nkrumah when he thought an effective Oppostion would emerge was
 given the answer " Until independenee, there is only one political platform-that is
 indepetldeneand I happen to be occupying it." It was probably not peculiar to
 Ghana that there was a monolithic nationalist party and that an Opposition wm slow
 tcx emerge. An effective Qpposition was, howearer, now emerpng, and possibly more
 effectively than in India, which had had many years of independenee.

 A MEMBER asked whether there was mllch contact between the people in the South
 and those in the North and whether arly attempt was made to get the two to mix by
 fcr example, encouraging people in the South to sperld their holidays in the North.

 Sir Charles ARDEN-CLARKE replied that he did not krlow of any deliberate Govern-
 ment action to encourage the people to mix, and it was difficult to see what the Govern-
 ment nuld do; but the general development of commumcations, edlKation and trade
 and commerce itl the country wm acting as an excellent mixing machine.

 A MEMBER asked whether the lecturer could add one detail to his very human and
 dramatic story by saying whether he sought authority in London before inviting
 Nkrumah to come to Government Hollse.

 Sir Charles ARDEN-CLARKE replied that he could not remember.

 A MEM13ER asked whether the Volta scheme was making progress.

 Sir Charles ARI)EN-CLARKE replied that it was not. It was still a scheme which
 required a very large amollnt of money. The search for the money was continuing, but
 it did not seem to have been very successful s{) far.

 Miss S{argery PERHAM, in closing the discussion, said that as a student of colonial
 history she felt that the lecturer had made a real axld important contnbution to a chapter
 cf history which was half colonial and the other hawlf of which related to the achievenzent
 of independence. What he had said had sounded disarmingly simple, but nobody would
 be deceived into thinking that it was quite as simple as that. The fact that under almost
 xntolerable strains and complications he had so managed to retairl the good will of people
 whom he had ruled and who had claimed their independence that they had aked for their
 Govemor to remain was a fairly good comment on the way that he had handled the
 wituatior..

 Althollgh it might sound easy, it shollld not be forgotten what tremendous strairLs
 these situations threw not only upon the Governor, but upon his staff. These strans
 were now being taken in other countries and would be taken elsewhere. Those who
 represented Britain in these places and who were taking the strala required from those at
 hotne, not sympathy, but a very intelligent undentanding of what was happening. An
 address such as that to which members had listened today would help to bring about
 that urlderstanding for the men who represented the nation in the present very diffi&ult
 tinles.
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